Technology is championed as the solution to modern security problems, but also blamed as their cause. This book assesses the way in which these two views collide in the debate over ballistic missile defence: a complex, costly and controversial system intended to defend the United States from nuclear missile attacks. Columba Peoples shows how, in the face of strong scientific and strategic critique, advocates of missile defence seek to justify its development by reference to broader culturally embedded perceptions of the promises and perils of technological development. Unpacking the assumptions behind the justification of missile defence initiatives, both past and present, this book illustrates how common-sense understandings of technology are combined and used to legitimate this controversial and costly defence programme. In doing so it engages fundamental debates over understandings of technological development, human agency and the relationship between technology and security.
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ABM    anti-ballistic missile
ARPA   Advanced Research Projects Agency
BMD    ballistic missile defence
BMDO   Ballistic Missile Defense Organization
BMEMS  Ballistic Missile Early Warning System
CIA    Central Intelligence Agency
CND    Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament
CPB    charged particle beam
CPD    Committee on the Present Danger
CSP    Center for Security Policy
CSS    Critical Security Studies
DEW    directed energy weapon
DoD    Department of Defense
DR&E   Defense Research and Engineering
GMD    Ground-Based Midcourse Defense
HOE    Homing Overlay Experiment
ICBM   intercontinental ballistic missile
JNIC   Joint National Integration Center
MAD    mutual assured destruction
MDA    Missile Defense Agency
MDAA   Missile Defense Advocacy Alliance
MIC    military-industrial complex
MIRV   multiple independently targetable re-entry vehicle
MIT    Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MTCR   Missile Technology Control Regime
NFIRE  Near Field Infrared Experiment
NIE    National Intelligence Estimate
NIPP   National Institute for Public Policy
NMD    National Missile Defense
NORAD   North American Aerospace Defense Command
NPR    Nuclear Posture Review
NRA    National Rifle Association
NSC    National Security Council
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